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An essential control for your business
Control of weight is a necessity in most catering and bakery
operations, from checking of bulk supplies to individual
portion and recipe control. Accurate scales will save you
money on ingredients and ensure a uniform product. An
investment in good quality weighing equipment will help to
maximize profits. Weylux offers a wide selection of robustly
made scales designed for the professional caterer and
baker. Choose from digital, dial reading or balance scales
with weights. They are all designed to give you years of
accurate weighing.

EASIWEIGH CATERING SCALES
These robust are scales designed for a
variety of weighing applications in the
bakery and catering industries.
You can weigh directly into your own
container which will stand on the
260x220mm stainless
steel platter.
Alternatively at extra cost a 405 x
280mm dished stainless steel oblong
pan be fitted - illustrated below.
Easiweigh streamlines recipe
weighing. Simply re-zero the display
after adding each ingredient to your
mixing bowl.
Easiweigh gives exact portion
control and is ideal for dietary weighing.
Easiweigh checks incoming supplies select a high capacity option
The Easiweigh can weigh down to 0.1g.
The extra fine accuracy model will give
you such precision.

EASIWEIGH TECHNICAL DETAILS AND OPTIONS

MODEL

MAX LOAD

DIVISION

APPLICATIONS

standard accuracy
EW10

10kg/22lb

10g/1oz

recipe weighing

EW20

20kg/44lb

20g/.05lb

recipe and check weighing

EW30

30kg/66lb

20g/.05lb

check weighing

fine accuracy
EW3

3kg/6lb

1g/.002lb

portion control

EW6

6kg/13lb

2g/.005lb

portion control

15kg/33lb

5g/.01lb

recipe and portion control

EW15

extra fine accuracy
EW1.1

1.1kg

.1g

specialised applications

EW11

11kg

1g

specialised applications

other features
Weighs in kg and lb at touch of a key
Very large, clear LCD display
Zero key to balance off containers
Powered by a long-life rechargeable battery - a charger
is supplied
Very strong, easy to clean case.
Dimensions of all scales - base 220 x 200mm. Height 190mm.
Weight 3kg

EASIWEIGH SCALES FOR INDUSTRY
The Easiweigh with its 8 capacity options also has many
applications in industry.
Fine weighing in the laboratory down to 0.1g
Portion and ingredient control in food processing
Colour mixing for printers and enamellers
Weighing in the bakery
Parcel weighing

CATERWEIGH CATERING SCALES

MODEL

MAX
LOAD

DIVISION

APPLICATIONS

CW2

2kg/5lb

5g/½oz

portion control

CW5

5kg/11lb

10g/1oz

recipe weighing

CW10

10kg/22lb

50g/2oz

recipe weighing

CW20

20kg/44lb

100g/4oz

check weighing

other features
Dial marked in contrasting colours for
the kg and lb scales
Zero adjuster to balance off containers
Dial protected by transparent cover
Easy to clean
Base 280mm x 170mm, Height 280mm.
Weight 3kg

The Caterweigh is of all steel construction
making them very robust scales. There is a
wide choice of capacities and goods pan
fittings to suit individual requirements.
The 220 x 220mm stainless steel plate will
accommodate the cook's own container for
ingredient weighing and boxed supplies can
easily be checked for weight. Alternatively, at
extra cost, a 405 x 280mm dished stainless
steel pan can be fitted.

CATERWEIGH SCALES FOR INDUSTRY

The Caterweigh can also used as a parcel weigher
and for many general purposes where electronic
scales may not be suitable such as weighing
produce in the fields.

Weylux balance scales
combine accuracy
with strength.
Kg/g and lb/oz weights are
supplied separately

Weylux Scales with weights

THE QUEEN
The Queen is designed for the smaller caterer and is
used extensively in schools and colleges for cookery
classes.
Capacity 2kg (4lb) with
accuracy of 5g (1/4 oz)
Fitted stainless steel pan
280mm x 180mm
Choose 2kg or 4lb sets of weights
Base 250mm x 110mm. Height 180mm.
Weight 2kg
CHOICE OF COLOURS

Black

(white supplied as standard unless stated)

White

Gardenia

Powder Blue

Aga Blue

Racing Green

WEYLUX

Rose Red

70NT
Weylux Heavy Duty Caterers Scales, are
particularly suitable for weighing dough in
the bakery.
The scales are very robust and will stand
up to continuous use.
Capacity 11kg (28lb) with accuracy
of 5g (1/4oz)
Fitted stainless steel pan
405mm x 280mm
Choose 4kg, 6kg, 11kg, 7lb, 14lb
or 28lb sets of weights
Base 280mm x 130mm.
Height 250mm. Weight 7kg

MODEL RSC

‘SELF

SERVICE’ SCALES

Model RSC is ideal for use in cafeterias where foods such
as salads are sold by weight.
The price per kg of product is simply keyed in.
Weight and price to pay will display.
Maximum weighing is up to 15kg in increments of 5g.
There is the option at extra cost of a 'head up'
display above the platform.
The scales may be operated from the mains or re-chargeable battery - charger included.
To comply with legislation model RSC is Government Stamped and CE marked.
Base 335mm x 285mm Height 135mm
(430mm for 'head up' model)
Weight 4.6kg (5.7kg head up' model)

WEYLUX 818L PORTION CONTROL BALANCES
Features
Bright mains powered
LED display
Zero key to balance off
containers
Visual overload warning
Capacity choice
2500g x 1/2 g or
5000g x 1g
Choice of stainless steel fittings
Platter 215mm x 165mm or
scoop 305mm x 205mm
Base 215mm x 165mm.
Height 140mm. Weight 2kg
Weylux scales are only available through H Fereday’s nationwide network of specialist distributors.
Weylux production is controlled by Quality Assurance Standard ISO9001:2008
All products conform to the appropriate European Regulations.
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